
To the University of California community:

This plan also puts in place important new measures 
to ensure accountability and transparency in how UC 
approaches campus safety. New advisory bodies that reflect 
our diverse campus communities will provide independent 
oversight. A new centralized data dashboard will track 
the progress we’re making across the system, giving us 
the information we need to answer timely questions and 
continually improve. Finally, new real-time platforms 
will empower anyone to provide immediate feedback on 
interactions with campus safety staff.

These improvements do not represent the end of this 
conversation at UC. This community-driven plan is designed 
to be a living document that we will continue to update and 
adapt together, taking into account the latest information 
and data. Looking forward, I have asked each UC Chancellor 
to appoint an individual or team to manage ongoing 
implementation of these guidelines. The UC Office of the 
President will also designate a full-time position to monitor 
and support systemwide implementation of this plan, while 
ensuring it continues to meet the evolving needs of each UC 
location. 

I am deeply grateful to everyone who contributed their 
time, energy and perspective to this planning process, and 
I hope that the entire UC community will stay engaged as 
we continue to improve our campus safety practices. I know 
these are deeply personal issues for many of you — as they 
are for me — and we won’t always agree on the best way 
to proceed. But I know we can make meaningful progress 
by continuing to listen, collaborate and refine our approach 
as a UC family. Creating a more just and equitable world 
will always be a work in progress. But this is an essential 
step forward in building the welcoming, inclusive and safe 
environment that our university deserves.

Sincerely,

Michael V. Drake, M.D. 
President, University of California

Today, we stand together at a pivotal moment in history. 
Recent events in our streets and our courts have catalyzed 
a powerful examination of policing, race and systemic 
injustice in America. As an epicenter for social movements 
and research that serves the public good, the University 
of California has never shied away from challenging 
conversations about systems and practices that perpetuate 
racism, inequality or injustice. 

As we continue to examine how our nation — and our 
institutions — can do more to live up to our highest values of 
fairness and justice, UC has been engaged in a systemwide 
effort to reimagine our approach to campus safety and 
security. Drawing on extensive input from campus safety 
task forces and a UC-wide symposia on safety and security, 
as well as feedback from students, faculty, staff, alumni 
and other stakeholders, we have developed a plan that I 
believe will help us meet this moment and build a university 
community that is safe and welcoming for all.

This plan represents a transformational change for UC 
toward a more data-driven, service-oriented, community-
centric approach to campus safety. Under this new model, 
a multidisciplinary team of mental health professionals, 
campus police, social service providers, police accountability 
boards and other personnel will work together to prioritize 
the well-being of the entire UC community. This reimagined 
structure will ensure that the most appropriate responders 
are deployed to meet our community’s specific needs with 
tailored care, resources and services. This integrated, holistic 
approach to safety and security is a significant cultural shift 
for UC, and one that will require all of us working together 
with open hearts and minds.


